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Audemat-Aztec and RDS
The world leader in RDS/RBDS, Audemat-Aztec is pioneer in this technology. Since 
its inception Audemat-Aztec has been part of the RDS forum. Our RDS encoders are 
used on every continent and are the most accepted brand throughout the world.
With more than 15 years of RDS experience and over 10,000 encoders sold we can 
guarantee our encoders will be the solution for your station. 

RDS and your Automation Software?
All our RDS encoders have been tested and are compatible with major automation 
software brands uch as RCS, PROPHET, DALET, AUDIOVAULT, 
SCOTT STUDIOS, ENCO, OMT…  We are always ready to speak to your automation 
software company and help them with integration of our commands.

Versatility
Our range of RDS encoders means we have a solution that meets your needs and 
requirements.
Our RDS encoders can be installed at the studio or at the transmitting site. Data 
can be sent to our RDS encoders via a serial connection or via your LAN/WAN. 
Whatever your automation software brand is and the data path you’ll be using one 
of our RDS encoder will suit your needs and will enable you to achieve your goals.

What is RDS/RBDS? 
RDS stands for Radio Data System, world wide 
standard (CENELEC) to transmit information 
over a 57 kHz FM subcarrier. RBDS or Radio 
Broadcast Data System is the standard adopted 
in the US (NRSC-4A).
This system is compatible with radio and car 
receivers from major manufacturers and can 
be used with industrial receivers for specific 
and proprietary applications.

What applications?
In Europe RDS is mainly used for:
- Identification of the Radio Station
- Automatic retuning between transmitters of 
the same program
- Traffic Announcements & Traffic Message 
Channel (TMC)

In the US, Canada and Latin America
RDS/RBDS is mainly used:
- Identification of the Radio Station
- To display name of songs and artist information 
on the car receivers
- Traffic Message Channel (TMC)

Coming up:
More and more cell phone manufacturers 
integrate RDS receivers in their cell phones. 
This opens the door to new applications such 
as Interactive Radio or an Emergency Alert 
System.
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High quality and spectral purity
All of our RDS encoders use surface-mount components and multi-layer circuit boards with a large ground plane. This enables us 
to keep high frequency signal paths very short, and provides inherent shielding. The result is measurably better audio performance 
than other types of construction. All our encoders construct their data digitally, using Wavelet technology at a sample rate of 912 kHz. 
This prevents any possibility of spurious signals affecting audio quality. Unlike some competing units, modulation of the data onto 
your composite signal is also in the digital domain for purity and freedom from interference. There are no analog pass band filters, so 
there’s no possibility of drifting or degradation of the audio signal. 

Reliable
Audemat-Aztec products are designed for continuous on air operation and are known for their reliability. All of our units feature solid-
state memory and have no moving parts. Configuration is retained through power outages. Every parameter is controlled through 
software: there are no potentiometers or trimmer capacitors to age or need realignment. The FMB80 also includes a separate 
decoding system so you can monitor the integrity of your RDS signal and keeps a downloadable log to aid in troubleshooting and 
maintenance. 
The FMB series comes with a 2 year warranty and the Silver RDS has a 1 year warranty.

Audemat-Aztec RDS product line:
The Audemat-Aztec RDS product line includes 3 RDS encoders: 

- RDS Silver the most affordable of our product range
- FMB10 - rack mountable unit with more advanced features for PS scrolling 
- The “top of the line” FMB80 fully compliant with the RDS/RBDS standards and has TCP/IP connectivity.

All of our RDS/RBDS encoders:
- Include high quality power supply.
- Can synchronize to an external 19 kHz source or automatically switch to an internal clock 
- Can adjust the injection level via software even by sending a remote command. 

NO POTENTIOMETER!
- Can vary the injection level from 1 to 3199 mV in 1mV steps.
- Can adjust the phase of the subcarrier.
- Can turn the RDS/RBDS SCA off/on remotely via an ASCII command.
- Can be configured for bypass mode or loop-through operation (FMB10 and FMB80)

SILVER RDS :

RDS Silver the most affordable of our product line.
It can be connected to your automation software and supports 
scrolling PS* by word or characters, Radio Text messages, Al-
ternative Frequencies & Traffic Announcement. 
The Silver RDS comes with a user-friendly configuration wizard 
and a simulation mode. 
It is compact and very reasonably priced.
* Subjet to applicable regulations

FMB10 :

FMB10 is a rack mountable affordable RDS encoder with fea-
tures additional to those in the Silver RDS such as text repeti-
tion, labeling, delay before display and a command interpreter 
for easier connection to your automation software.

RDS silver software
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FMB80 :
The FMB80 is fully compliant with the RDS/RBDS standards and 
has TCP/IP connectivity.
It supports all groups and features of the RDS/RBDS standard. 
The FMB80 has separate FIFO and cyclic buffers for each type of 
group for efficient message handling.
It can be easily connected to your automation software for automatic 
display of titles of songs and artist names on receivers (if allowed 
by your regulation authority). The FMB80 may be controlled through 
its 10BaseT Ethernet port and has an embedded web server. All the 
following network protocols are supported: HTTP, Telnet, UDP, TCP, 
FTP, SNMP, SMTP.

Why is the FMB80 our top seller?  The FMB80 RDS encoder includes many features not available in our competition such as: 

SCROLLING PS:
The scrolling PS enables you to scroll dynamic messages (tit-
les of songs, artist information) and mix these messages with 
the static call letters. This allows listeners using a basic RDS 
car receiver without Radiotext to read this information. The text 
can scroll by word or a few characters at a time. A pause can 
be configured between two scrolls. Words can be automatically 
centered in the 8 character LED display of the car receiver and 
words above 8 characters can be automatically truncated. The 
text can be repeated a set number of times or can scroll until new 
text is received.

FMB80 PS Scrolling

LABELLING:
Song titles and artist information coming from the automation 
software can now be automatically framed with text stored in the 
encoder, e.g.: «Now playing» title «by» artist name «with call let-
ters». The text can be customized and configured through em-
bedded web pages in the FMB80.

COMMAND INTERPRETER:
The FMB80 can be configured to interpret whatever labels and 
commands are coming from the automation software. This is 
useful for older systems that don’t have flexibly or systems in 
other languages.

TCP/IP
Plug into a local Ethernet network, WAN, or even the internet for 
secure operation from anywhere in the world! Control it through 
TCP/IP. Its built-in, password-protected
server is compatible with FTP, Telnet, SNMP and HTTP - the lan-
guages of the Internet — and with UECP standard RDS proto-
cols. Operator training is faster because operators can use the 
web browser they already know. Network or Internet control is the 
ideal choice if you’re selling data transmission services to other 
companies. Messages can be sent from different control sites to 
a single encoder, or sent via the network to encoders at
multiple transmitter sites. The FMB80 includes three independent 
high-speed serial
ports for direct wired local control. You can have a terminal in the 
engineering department for supervision and in the programming 
and data departments for entering messages.

Embedded website
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ODA
Other applications that require ODA (Open Data application) – Only with the FMB80
When buying an RDS/RBDS encoder, the radio station or the network must look ahead and see what other applications other than 
PS scrolling and RT are available. There are many applications that can use the RDS/RBDS technology. These applications can 
bring more service to your listeners and more revenue to the Radio station/Network. These applications can’t be deployed with just 
any RDS/RBDS encoder as they require ODA. Only the FMB80 RDS encoder offers this capability with any add-ons or external 
equipment.
- TMC:
Traffic Message Channel: Flags and voice message to navigation system. To provide real time traffic information to drivers and show 
accidents and traffic problems on GPS moving map displays.
- Emergency Alert System:
Global Security Systems Network – GSSN utilizes digital FM subcarriers (RDS) to transmit data to emergency providers. GSSN 
chips incorporated into personal receivers, pagers, cell phones and other electronic devices can be relied upon to receive critical 
data when other communications systems are disrupted.
- Interactive Radio:
Stratos Interactive has patented a technology called the “Interactive Radio®” system that enables listeners to respond to and interact 
with advertisements and broadcast information such as songs, promotions, listener polls and pledge drives through voice response 
or through the touch of a button on the radio/cell phone.
-  RT+: 
The purpose of RT+ is to enable FM RDS equipped receivers to display information such as album and track details for songs, news 
headlines, information about the radio station, etc. RT + also allows the receiver to store other information such as web links, phone 
numbers etc…for easy access by the user.
RT+ was developed by Nokia, broadcaster Westdeutscher Rundfunk (WDR) and the research institute IRT. 

SCHEDULER
Available only in the FMB80, the scheduler enables you to execute any com-
mand, including changing the scrolling PS and RT messages based on time 
and date. One possible application is to display the names of guests appearing 
on a talk show, or set the encoder to show a different default message between 
songs, accept music data from another studio, etc…

FMB80  rear panel

FMB80  scheduler

FMB80 Network services
• HTTP with custom web pages for operator control
• SMTP e-mail generation on pre-selected events
• F T P (server and client) for firmware, configuration, data and log file. 
(The log file can be sent automatically on pre-selected events)
• Telnet command line interface
• UECP encapsulation in UDP
• SNMP V1, MIB II, MIB IP2 system
• Optional Specific Service Operator MIBs
• Operating system: Audemat-Aztec IP2 Communication protocols
• ASCII: For standard computer terminal
• UECP: Universal encoder protocol EBU SPB490 version 5.1
• USEP: Universal swift encoder protocol
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COMPARISON TABLE
 RDS FEATURES RDS SILVER FMB10 FMB80
Group supported 0A, 2A and FFG 0A, 2A and FFG From 0A to 15A

Group sequence Fixed Fixed Configurable

PS Yes (PS1/PS2) Yes (PS1/PS2) Yes (6DSN)

PI Yes (PI1/PI2) Yes (PI1/PI2) Yes (6DSN)

PTY Yes RDS/RBDS Yes RDS/RBDS Yes RDS/RBDS

AF Yes – 25 AF No method B Yes – 25 AF 12 when using method B Yes method A and B

RT - RT rate adjust Yes Yes Yes

TP / TA Yes with software Yes by command or contact closure Yes by command or contact closure

TMC, ODA, EON, EON-TA, EWS, EPP 
PAGING, CT, PTYN, RT+ No No Yes

SCROLLING PS

Dynamic PS Yes Yes Yes

Sequencing speed Adjustable in sec Adjustable in sec Adjustable in sec

Scrolling by character Yes from 1 up to 8 Yes from 1 up to 8 Yes from 1 up to 8

Scrolling by  word, Scrolling by 8 
character block, Automatic centering, 
Truncate long words

Yes Yes Yes

Repetition, Labeling, Delay befor 
display No Yes Yes

COMMUNICATION

Scheduler No No Yes

Configuration Software Yes Yes Embedded web server

Password protection Yes Yes Yes

History Log No No Yes

Connection with automation software Yes with RS232 Yes with RS232 Yes with RS232 or TCP/IP

Command translator No Yes Yes

Simulation display Yes Yes No

ASCII protocol Yes for messages Yes for messages Yes for configuration and messages

TCP/IP port - HTTP - FTP - TELNET 
- SNMP- SMTP- UDP- TCP No No Yes

RDS HARDWARE

Chassis 8”x9”x2” 1U-19” 1U-19”

Power supply Internal Internal Internal with gemov for protection

Power supply filter Yes Schaffner Yes Schaffner Yes Schaffner

SYNC/MPX input Yes Yes Yes

MPX/RDS output Yes 1 to 3199mV Yes 1 to 3199mV Yes 1 to 3199mV

Inputs/Outputs No 2 TTL for TA flag and PI/PS switching 8 inputs + 4 relays

Communication port 1 RS232 (RS232-USB cable) - 1200 
to 9600 baud

1 RS232 (RS232-USB cable) - 1200 
to 9600 baud

3 RS232 (two R S - 2 3 2 75 to 
115,200 baud, one 9600 baud) + 1 

RS485 + 1 TPC/IP

Synchronization Ext / Int / Auto Ext / Int / Auto Ext / Int / Auto

Synchro. Monitoring No Yes with command Yes with command

RDS Level adjustment Software Software Software

Phase adjustment
Commande to activate the RDS SCA Yes Yes Yes

Side Chain Mode, Loop through mode, 
Bypass feature No Yes Yes

RDS in/out No No Yes
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RDS Sub carrier:
- Level (digital controlled): -60dBm to 0 dBm
- Shape: 100% digitally generated 
- Sampling rate: 912 kHz
- CENELEC EN50067 compliant
- By pass : 0 d B . Selectable automatic bypass in case of power 
failure

Pilot Synchronization
- Internal or external (automatic selection or user setting)
- Input level: -50 dBu to +12 dBu
- Frequency: 19 kHz, ±2 Hz
- Phase: adjustable ±180° in 6° steps

FMB80 RDS decoder functions
- Use with MPX/RDS input for data retransmission, separately 
selectable for each data group
- Use for monitoring and control of encoder output

FMB80 MPX / RDS Input, Output
- 57 kHz output or MPX 2nd output (user selectable)
- M P X input for RDS data decoding, and RDS retransmission. 
(No synchronization input on this connector ; there is another 
connector for MPX; input or synchronization input; this last one 
exists on FMB10 and FMB80)

Configuration
Encoder addressing
- FMB10: locally set address from 1 to 1023 
- FMB80: complies with UECP / USEP
Configuration memory
- Stored in EEPROM 
- FMB10: update and manage via RS-232 ASCII, UECP
- FMB80: update and manage via RS - 232 o r Ethernet Telnet/
FTP/UDP/SNMP in ASCII, TCP/UDP using UECP
Operating system update
- FMB10: Field-replaceable PROM
- FMB80: Flash memory, through serial port or secure FTP over
- Ethernet

Physical
- Voltage: 115 or 230 VAC
- Silver RDS: 8’’x9’’x2’’ 
- FMB10/FMB80 Standard 
19’’ rack mount, one unit high
- Depth: FMB10: 20 cm; 
FMB80: 22 cm

Head office:
20, avenue Neil Arsmtrong - F-33700 Bordeaux-Merignac-France
Tel: +33 (0)557 928 928 - Fax: +33 (0)557 928 929

US office:
1021 Ives Dairy Road - Suite 117 - Miami, Florida 33179
Tel: +1(305) 249 3110 - Fax: +1(305) 249 3113

contact@audemat-aztec.com - www.audemat-aztec.com

 

RDS Glossary :
AF - Alternative Frequencies list: 
The list(s) of alternative frequencies give information on the various 
transmitters broadcasting the same program in the same or adjacent 
reception areas.
EON - Enhanced Other Networks:
Allows the receiver to monitor other stations for traffic broadcasts. 
PI - Program Identification
This is the unique code that identifies the station. Every station re-
ceives a specific code with a country prefix. 
TMC: Traffic Message Channel.
PS - Program Service name
This is simply an eight-character static display that represents the 
call letters or station identity name. Most RDS capable receivers dis-
play this information and, if the station is stored in the receiver’s pre-
sets, will cache this information with the frequency and other details 
associated with that preset. Some stations cycle or scroll the PS to 
display longer messages.
Example: «Radio 21».

PTY - Program Type
This is an identification number that specifies the current program 
type (format) from 31 possibilities.
Example: «Country music».
TP - Traffic Program identification
This is a flag to indicate that the tuned station carries traffic an-
nouncements.
TA - Traffic announcement identification
This is an on/off switching signal to indicate when a traffic announce-
ment is on air.
RT – Radio Text
This refers to text transmissions, primarily displayed on consumer 
home receivers.
 
For more information please visit: www.audemat-aztec.com/sup-
port/glossary.php

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:


